We had an extremely productive Curriculum Day last Friday. We analysed all of our data sets - Naplan, AusVels teacher judgements from student reports, attendance, student attitude to school survey and parent opinion survey.

We formed the opinion that the vast majority of students at our school are achieving academically at or beyond the expected level. There is a very small number not at the expected level. Additional support and resources will be offered to these students, while other students will continue to be extended in their learning.

As evidenced by the parent opinion survey last year we acknowledge there is a cohort of students in the junior class who struggle to maintain positive relationships with their peers and lack resilience. The ‘Better Buddies’ program will be used to assist all of our students.

We also worked on our timetable and time allocation to accommodate AusVels geography, science, history and humanities.

Our first Bunnings Sunbury BBQ for the year is Sunday 23rd March. These BBQ’s are one of our main fundraisers for the year. If you can turn a sausage, pass a sausage in bread to a customer or give correct change then you’re qualified to help. We have two shifts (9.00—12.30 & 12.30—4.00) See John if you can help.

At the moment I only have two volunteers for the morning (I need one more) and none for the afternoon. (we need three)